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Dear Student,
As per laid down guidelines of the university, you have to complete one assignment before
the term end examination of January and July 2015. The assignment carries 30% weightage. Each
question is given a word limit and the questions are analytical and descriptive by nature. Therefore take your
assignment very seriously. The main purpose of the assignment is to inspire you to thoroughly read the study
materials and also to test your comprehension of the learning materials. It is advised that you should not
reproduce the study materials, rather apply your judgment and if possible consult reference books and related text
materials before answering the assignments. However, you do not have to be worry enough about nonavailability of extra reading materials for working on the assignments.
Whenever you receive the course materials and assignments, check them immediately and if any assignments are
missing write to the Regional Centre or see IGNOU website. (www.ignou.ac.in).


Complete the responses on assignments in all respects. Check that you have not inadvertently left answering
any question before submitting the assignments. Incomplete assignment will ensure you poor grade.



Assignments after duly evaluated will be sent back to you along with a copy of assessment sheet carrying the
comments of evaluator on your assignment. It will help you to improve upon, while answering your future
assignments.



If you fail to get pass grade in any assignment, you have to submit it again. However, once you
get the pass grade in an assignment, you can not resubmit it for improvement of the grade.



Remember that you have to write the answers of the assignments in your own handwriting and
should not send typed assignments.



You should submit the assignments before the due date to the Coordinator of your Study Centre. If the
last date for the submission of assignment falls on holiday, it should be submitted on the following working
day. For your own record please retain a copy of the assignment responses. The university/
coordinators of the programme study centre have the right to reject the assignments, if submitted after the
due date.

Submission of Assignment
For January Cycle
TMA of
CPVE

Whom to send
To
The Coordinator of the study
centre allotted to you.

Submission of
Assignments
31st March,2015
For July Cycle

TMA of
CPVE

Whom to send
To
The Coordinator of the study
centre allotted to you.

Submission of
Assignments
30th September, 2015
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CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN VALUE EDUCATION
Tutor Marked Assignment for (January and July 2015)

(C P V E-

BEDS 001)
MARKS-100

Dear Student,
COVERAGE: This Assignment covers all the Blocks. Now read the following questions carefully
and start working. You have to answer all questions.
Answer any Four Questions in about 600 words:

Q.1 Who is a morally educated person? Explain the different facets of morality?
(25 marks)
Q.2 What are the different orthodox schools of Indian philosophy? Briefly explain
25 marks)
Q.3 With the help of incidents/stories enumerate the importance of values and Indian Culture?
25 marks)
Q.4 What is the meaning of democracy in education?
(25 marks)
Q.5 What are the characteristics of personality? Discuss Antisocial and Borderline Personality
Disorder?
(25 marks)

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN VALUE EDUCATION
Tutor Marked Assignment for (January and July 20 15)
(C P V E-

BEDS 002)
MARKS-100

Dear Student,
COVERAGE: This Assignment covers all the Blocks. Now read the following questions carefully
and start working. You have to answer all questions.
Answer the following Questions in about 600 words:

1. What are the stages of Human Development? Discuss
(25marks)
2. What do you understand by verbal and non-verbal interaction? Explain the steps to foster
social interactions ?
(25 marks)
3. Who are peers? Explain peer relationships and value development through peers?
(25 marks)
4. Analyze the social and cultural impact of media on value development?
(25 marks)
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CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN VALUE EDUCATION
Tutor Marked Assignment for (January and July 2015)
(C P V E-

BEDS 003)
MARKS-100

Dear Student,
COVERAGE: This Assignment covers all the Blocks. Now read the following questions carefully
and start working. You have to answer all questions.
Answer the following Questions in about 700 words:

1. What are the types of values? Discuss Value Development Approaches?
(25 marks)
2. What are co-curricular activities? Discuss the importance of co-curricular activities?
(25marks)
3. What do you understand by Rationale Building Model and Consideration Model ?
(25marks)
4. Write short notes on the following:
(25marks)
a) Need for Value Integration
b) Social Techniques
c) Universal Values
d) Abuses of ICT

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN VALUE EDUCATION
Tutor Marked Assignment for (January and July 2015)
(C P V E-

BEDS 004)
MARKS-100

Dear Student,
COVERAGE: This Assignment covers all the Blocks. Now read the following questions carefully
and start working. You have to answer all questions.

Answer the following in about 600 words each.

1. Discuss the need of inclusion in education?

(25 marks)

2. Describe an activity for development of empathy in an inclusive set-up.

(25 marks)

3. What do you understand by Nurturing? Explain symbiotic relationship between nature and
nurture?
(25 marks)
4. Write short notes on the following: (25 marks)
a)
Role of teachers in Inclusion
b)
Empathy and Sympathy
c)
Counselling
d)
Forms of life-skills.
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